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KANDINE WEST  

 

The Memorial Plaque  

  

On the plaque was the imprint of Britannia looking 

pitiful as a mother giving gifts to a child she just slapped. 

She hung a wreath over his name, James Benwaugh, 

a son sent to fight for the very crux of his suffering. 

Granny boasted it among the picture frames on the whatnot.  

Said it was a medallion for her father, a gift from the King. 

What a man can cheat people out of their due. 

Sending gifts but forget the compensations for the family. 

 

But it was enough for them, it’s a gift from the King. 

A brass plate bleeding the image of how we stood resolute 

under the sun’s whip, day in, day out, expecting nothing. 

Not even a damn penny for the stained shame of honour  

laying waste in disease filled dugouts rattled by crossfires, 

never to see the family he would return to in gallant glory: 

a wife, two sons and a daughter, made bastards of the Empire.  

       

The Process 

The process of writing this poem began long before the workshop. After learning of my 

Great-Great-Grandfather’s legacy, I wanted to tell his story through poetry in some way. I 

tried writing it from another perspective which I wasn’t quite satisfied with and decided that 

the most important voice in this instance would be mine. I really had to sift through an array 

of emotions to really understand how I felt about the circumstances that plagued my family 

after his death who believed they would have gotten compensations but no record stands 

that they ever did. He was only 23 at his time of death. He had three children before he left, 

and I can only imagine what that was like for him: Feeling as if this would be a way to help 

his family but all that went in vain.  

The workshop helped in terms of getting some details historically accurate. It was written 

based on the Plaque that was given by the Crown to the families of deceased war soldiers 

which has been in my household for nearly 100 years. The archives used in this instance 

were the stories my great-grandmother told us, the Plaque, the details we learned at the 

museum and my own feelings and emotions towards the matter.  



 

Bio  

Kandine West is a Communications Specialist and a lover of the literary arts. She is a recent 

graduate of the University of the West Indies in Kingston, Jamaica where she pursued a 

Bachelors of Arts degree in Integrated Marketing Communications with a Minor in English 

Literature. Kandine focuses most of her work on giving reasoned perspective to the 

injustices and social issues plaguing Jamaica. She also uses her art to share her family’s 

legacy as seen in “The Memorial Plaque”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ANNA CORNIFFE 

 

November by Sea 

 

The mango tree in the backyard 

where I planted his navel string 

looks lonely, I suppose I do, too.  

 

Ask my heart, it will say that he’s still here 

sitting on the other side of the trunk 

his pen scratching poems on to the off-white page. 

But November, by sea, has already taken him. 

A boy with dreams of glory, fed  

by calls to arms and blind devotion  

to a throne built on his back. 

 

The war that should have ended by Christmas 

is still lasting. It became a siren song 

that promised a wealth of wages.  

And boys like mine 

who long for the air of faraway places 

were ripe for the picking. 

 

And mothers like me 

did double over and weep in that midday November wind. 

Mothers like me  

will wait with breath caught in our lungs 

for years. 

 



In the war that should have ended by Christmas, 

mothers like me, will wait for the letters from our sons. 

I will wait for his off-white pages.  

He will tell me often of the men he’ll meet. 

Young boys like him who’ll die in the war  

that had nothing to do with them. 

 

November will come again 

and I will sit on the other side of the mango tree 

with all the letters that tell  

of where he’s been and how he lost his youth 

cradling grown men in his arms,  

choking on their own blood. 

 

My boy with dreams of glory 

digging trenches in foreign places 

for those who hiss at his skin. 

My boy praying through the mud  

and sounds of distant rifles 

for home and the soft grass under the mango tree 

where I buried his navel string. 

Bio 

Anna Corniffe is a writer from Jamaica. She spends her time falling in love with words and 

her island. Her work can be found in Vagabond City Lit and in the forthcoming edition of 

Pree Lit Magazine.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



LAUREN DAELAPENHA  

 

Trench Town 

 

I 

 

And some 

body come down 

like river, like sound 

fall from sky. 

Gunshot raindrop –  

mouth open like ground 

to call and catch fly. 

Drone and whine –  

wail, but no cry, no, 

hill an’ gully ride, oh. 

 

II. 

 

And the Somme 

said, said, said 

I remember when we used to sit 

but now we lie 

back, flat in the mud 

fat, black with too many bodies to speak of, 

which is why it is necessary to sing 

 

to bend down, low down, knowing now 

that the gully has a government into whose rectangular yard  



we have fallen and from which we can obba-obba-serve 

that the Somme is the same as home. 

 

The Process 

At the Jamaica Military Museum in Kingston I was struck by the word ‘trench,’ which 

immediately reminded me of Trench Town. I also thought of gullies as modern-day trenches 

which cut through the streets of Kingston, carrying the same grime and violence as their First 

World War counterparts. I didn’t conduct any research outside of that. My main goal here 

was rather to examine the metaphoric current moving through these trenches, linking the 

visceral suffering of the Somme to certain aspects of life in inner city Jamaica. 

 

Bio 

Lauren Delapenha was born and grew up in Jamaica. In 2018 she was one of two recipients 

of the Poet Laureate of Jamaica and Helen Zell Young Writers Prize for Poetry. She 

currently attends the University of Oxford where she is pursuing a Master’s in Creative 

Writing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AVI MILLER 

 

Black Poppy  

 

Memory – backwater thoughts 

Black poppies spread in a field  

 

I 

 

Mud caked boots  

Two step to MG 08s 

Water-cooled production 

Barbed-wire wet season 

Dancers hustle for scraps 

Backra told them they had 

 

II 

 

Sun-forsaken wet dogs 

Hot breath, slow churn 

Molasses thoughts, 1912 

Hurricane levels town 

Levels man. Down a West 

Solitary church stands 

Last bastion of Green Island 

Ripped apart. In the eye rests 

 

III 



 

White sheets, delicate scents 

Wild orchid, wild flowers, green  

Mangoes caught in hem of her 

Dress. Green plantain porridge 

Thinned with coconut milk  

 

IV 

 

Green seas, sea glass plucked 

Flung from shore knocks on  

The netherworld. I shall return 

Green isle in woodpecker's  

Cedar knock, poinsettia's bloom 

Unflinching upward gaze of  

Loyal Robin Redbreast 

 

V 

 

You will coil in her womb 

And many wombs after 

The ancestors, green isle  

And I will bear witness. We  

Will meet at verandah's end  

And at the peenie wallies’ gaze 

 



Memory – backwater thoughts 

Black poppies spread in a field  

Bio 

Avi Miller is a writer based in Kingston, Jamaica. Her work has been featured in the Jamaica 

Gleaner,  Caribbean Writer, Fire Stick and Caribbean Wellness & Lifestyle Magazine. She was 

last spotted curled in a corner with her yellow notepad. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BRITNEY GABBIDON 

 

The Storyteller 

 

John, a storyteller with brown skin 

stank of home, like the cocoa we drink 

and hair like the dried fruits we pick 

tells of men in the dug out as if we are characters, 

blurs reality with tobacco smoke thick in his throat. 

It sticks to the tension. 

 

He starts with ‘Once Upon a Time’ –– ironically, 

most fairytales were horrors before they fell into sweeter mouths. 

John tells of Raymond, 

how he has caved his red, blue and white heart 

into a shovel to dig trenches smudged knee-high with 

German washed mud and soiled faces. 

Blackened hands of black men 

digging as loyalty overrides strength. 

 

John swallows the tobacco smoke and spits out  

William, a man being made black lamb 

as silent as the bombs in the Daily Gleaner’s war headlines 

Says he spreads himself into a sacrifice 

on the altar of war and warp of glory. 

Says he thinks himself a soldier 

with ranks in the barrel of his gun. 

Says he is shot by white gods with empty promises. 

 



John laughs with his whole body and 

the tobacco smoke is shaken down into his lungs. 

He coughs out Joseph, tells us how his eyes are stained red. 

How he witnessed loud, fleshy landscapes. 

  

Hills and valleys erected from arched, cold carcasses, 

Mouths all open wide, still full of  

mustard-coloured screams. 

Stomachs hollow from the suction of their labour. 

British men count them with mouths full of their sweat. 

 

John stretches the tension like a gauze cling wrap over gasping mouths 

and leaves us in the dug out 

but the tobacco smoke stays 

and the stories stick to the makeshift walls. 

The other men are silent. 

Sreeching I sing ‘It is Well with My Soul’. 

No one joins in. 

 

The Process  

‘The Storyteller’ was written with the intention of portraying the experiences of soldiers from 

the British West Indies Regiment. Articles about the First World War, both from extra-

regional and Caribbean perspectives, were used as aid in creating portrayals of the time. 

Promotional material for the war in the Caribbean, as well as a few personal accounts, acted 

as wire frames from which the ideologies and stories of the men in the poem were built.  

 

Bio 

Britney Gabbidon is a 19-year-old poet from Kingston, Jamaica. She is a graduate of 

Campion College and is currently attending the University of the West Indies, Mona. She 

was a shortlisted candidate for the Poet Laureate of Jamaica and Helen Zell: Young Writer’s 

Prize for Poetry Competition in February 2018.  

 

 



COLIN BOGLE 

 

Shells burst and rain poured  

as dominoes slapped against cannibalized hulls  

of old artillery vehicles made into tables 

as foreign men, now brothers in foreign land 

sucked teeth and laughed and cursed loudly 

and prayed in silence 

waiting impatiently for foreign glory  

and Christmas back home. 

 

The wind whistles in the morning  

and sings to your fear. 

The fear of a boy and his mother: 

the rain dewing is her tears, 

her love, washing over you from afar. 

The sun rising up is your nascent, glowing manhood,  

I pray the day will be long and glorious. 

 

You and all the other wessindian boys  

in all the shipyards in all the islands 

shove strongly and excitedly into the crowd, 

hollering goodbyes and murmuring prayers. 

Leaping excitedly into the belly of the beast. 

Destined for a cold, foreign tomorrow. 

 

The music of your voices is a newfound symphony: 

a welcome one in this unknown vessel. 



Domino, white rum, card game, ball game, tin ackee, rice an peas –– 

suck teet, laugh, whoop and holler and shout.  

Pray.  

 

The Process 

For me, poetry has always been a method of bringing the eyes of the public to an unknown 

yet significant event or group of people. It is especially needed in the Caribbean, where so 

much of our identity is swept under the rug; we have been taught to ignore it, to be ashamed 

of that which makes us who we are. Our songs, our stories, our folktales, the endurance 

which radiates off the face of every West Indian is a thing to be praised and appreciated. My 

job as an artist is to educate, to encourage and to highlight those who are too often ignored. 

I seek to bring about the much-needed change required to carry our homeland into the 

uncertain times ahead of us.  

 

Bio 

I recall growing up surrounded by books of all sorts, and it was only logical for me to start 

writing eventually. The topics of heritage, spirituality, race and identity have always been my 

primary motivations. The workshop was immensely useful in exposing me to a wider range 

of literary muses and influences as well as helping me to confront the larger concept of my 

Caribbean heritage. I have since read at the Poetry Society of Jamaica's monthly meetups 

and will continue to expose myself to the larger literary world in both the Caribbean and 

abroad. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PETA-GAYE WILLIAMS 

 

These Helmets 

 

These helmets know the tale of truths  

that threatened to deafen the men  

who boarded ships with puffed up dreams  

 

and promises for better tomorrows 

shuffling dreams like cards, 

while women wave flags for courage. 

 

Life at the front meant fighting to fight, 

incessant servicing and shooting of guns  

that sometimes betrayed 

 

giving us up at the front of the line. 

These helmets know trenches dark and cold,  

know being at the mercy of mud and muck  

 

cascading down the slope  

and cling and clang and boom and bang!  

Backs bent under the weight of gas  

 

and brave men from the islands rising  

up from the trenches 

to cut wires in ‘No Man’s Land’ 

 

even as the cloth soaked in urine stuffed  



their noses and the flies rise up from the shit  

to let the enemy know we are here. 

 

This bloodbath that no one wanted to take. 

These helmets know shelling and watching cities  

fall to their knees. Only a warship to carry us home. 

 

The Process 

I was invited to be a participant in the Unwritten Poems workshop that would include a tour 

of the Jamaica Military Museum, at Up Park Camp. This journey also took us to Briggs Park 

Cemetery, where we encountered a sea of graves which told the stories of men who had 

fought valiantly in the war. My poem primarily emerged from the notes that I had written from 

the workshop which we attended as a group at Up Park Camp which was brilliantly 

presented by Captain Dehaney. Her delivery provided the framework and context for ‘These 

Helmets’, which considers the events and atmosphere of conditions on the battlefield, 

particularly in the trenches. I also watched videos that captured the battle sounds and gave 

some additional details as to how the war began and the situation that soldiers encountered 

on the battlefield. I also read some war poems and a few articles and thereafter, I set about 

writing. A particularly enlightening part of the workshop was the discussion surrounding what 

can be used as archives and the multiplicity of things existing around us that can function as 

a form of archival space which we can write into and from. 

 

Bio 

Peta-Gaye Williams is a Jamaican poet who has been featured at a number of events 

islandwide. Her work has appeared in the Jamaica Observer, Susumba Magazine as well as 

Thicker than Water, an anthology published by Peekash Press. Her awards include: a JCDC 

bronze medal (2013), the UWI Mona Poetry Clash Champion (2014 and 2015) and the 

Mervyn Morris Prize for Creative Writing Poetry (2015). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



YASHIKA GRAHAM 

 

Columbarium 

 

At the graves you do not sense salt on the bones 

cannot name the earth you walk on 

nor speak the mature secret  

all you know is mocking stillness, 

captain’s orders. 

 

And you do not see much else 

but the breeze owns you  

chants Kumina fence-wise 

through lignum limbs 

and by this you think  

you know the breadth of the site 

can call it like a thing famed, familiar. 

You cannot. 

 

You do not know how many there are or have been 

you know what has been said 

names here do not reflect the resting dead  

you wish you had taken the photograph 

set the moment to swell like the valley of empty benedictions 

convinced you would forget which white headstones peeled  

screamed only earth under curling tails of paint 

you knew you would forget names like unfixed fluffs of lignum leaves  

you could not hold a thing like that for long. 

 



But trace the soil from here to every other stone field 

and see how bone gathering becomes complete want 

remember the stilled stance of the yard, the quiet as you walked  

how even brick-lined monuments come away 

and how the lone Kumina chant ripped a haunting through Sunday. 

 

Last Lines 

for F J  Broom 

 

F J  Broom, Seaman, RNR 4169B 

HMS Berwick 18th October 1914 

  British headstone, Military Cemetery Up Park Camp, Jamaica 

 

‘F Broom, Seaman SS. Bethania 

German POW died 18th Oct 1914’ 

German headstone, Military Cemetery Up Park Camp, 

Jamaica 

 

If you could ask me now 

mine wasn’t no hard heart reliance on land 

no soft salt submission  

bet you think I was made of two loyalties 

took the sea for a third world reprieve 

escaped dread at the mouth of the island 

bet you think I was on both sides all the while. 

 

You should know no land was ever mine 

much as I flaunt two grasping countries now 



was more a man swept out with my luck, a thing of exile. 

 

If you could ask me what hull I belonged in 

SS Bethania or HMS Berwick I would say  

wasn’t only salt that was my drowning 

I, exiled seaman first sank on lands  

who could only hear me through vapour 

so I chose honour. 

 

And you might wonder where I went 

sailed on some pyre out to the deep 

or what some call a shameful going 

others might think it wasn’t me you’d trawled 

and here I might spread the map wide  

under the lignum-twinning cedar 

choose not to venture that side 

tell you how I roil through mud and silt over earth 

how it never matter if I say stay or swim 

claiming either country would be choosing salt anyway. 

 

The Process 

I found the Unwritten Poems process, including the visit to the Up Park Camp Military 

Museum and the detailed archival strategies shared in our workshop with Malika Booker and 

Karen McCarthy Woolf to have challenged me in new ways and exposed me to new writing 

strategies. It was particularly significant to me that the workshop encouraged the recognition 

of an unknown history and the writing into it. It is easy to go by monuments, knowing they 

are there, even using them as signposts and not knowing what they represent. Much of that 

recognition came about in the workshop for me and encouraged me to see more in physical 

space, to recognize that more has happened, that there is always more to a story and that I 

can write it. It was also useful to be exposed to the tool of research and in my writing 

process I found that it bolstered what I knew already with a wide expanse of other facts. In 

this way I found the research element in my writing poetry widened the world of my 

understanding and expanded what I thought I had access to and could write about. True too 



is the exposure to the many lives impacted by WW1, but deeper still, the realization that one 

might never know with certainty how many lives have been impacted by anything. That fact 

is haunting and I’ve certainly contemplated the voices I don’t hear, wondered at and written 

into the silences. Thank you! 

 

Bio 

Yashika Graham is a Jamaican writer and student of Literatures in English at the University 

of the West Indies, Mona. Her poems have been published in The Caribbean Writer, 

Susumba Magazine, POUi, Spillway Magazine, Cordite Review,Moko Magazine and are 

forthcoming in Jamaica Journal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



RHEA MANLEY 

 

Homeland 

 

At the military museum at Up Park Camp 

I empathise as Captain Dehaney points at 

the place on her uniform where she believes 

her surname is to clarify her identity 

but which side of her shirt says who she is 

and which her country eludes her briefly. 

 

The tour begins.  

I already know most of my great-grandfather  

Pardi’s war story – kind of. 

Exceptionalism, grief that spurred 

the birth of Jamaica, Jamaica land  

I left looking for anonymity 

only to find myself 

back in the said-same place I grew up. 

 

Legacy is where you can put foot pon’ ground. 

 

I put mine out the door from the faux barracks 

and now I back with sun, 

breeze, frangipani, tombstones. 

 

After gunning for months in mud troughs 

for mother country,  

Pardi’s brother shook dreams, life and flesh 



off for death, the undiscovered one.  

Back a yaad after so much obscurity, 

Pardi saw time turn ripe for country, not colony.  

 

Imagine, though, with all the madness happening now, 

where a man in Brixton can just wake up one day  

and be sent to obscurity afta’ Mummy Englan’  

did good good sen’ for him come in earnest,  

we here waking up 5 AM on a Satdeh mawnin 

to watch Royal Wedd’n. 

 

The Process 

Despite having a very historically prominent family, I’ve never worked with archives to create 

anything I’ve written. I generally work primarily with anecdotes and memory. The Unwritten 

Poems Workshop with Karen and Malika was a blessing in a dry spell for my writing, but 

more than that, the experience was unique in that it wasn’t that I was overwhelmed with 

memories to unpack, but rather information. It was heavy. I had to walk away from the work 

for a day before I could attempt my response poem. The unique and common experiences 

that we have with our ancestors and the patterns of repetition, and the ripple effects of their 

actions have been sitting with me since, and I am a woman intrigued.  

 

Bio 

Rhea Manley has lived in Jamaica for most of her life, except for when she studied for her 

BA in Literature in rainy Portland, Oregon. She has worked (albeit briefly) in a range of roles 

in education and finds children and their thoughts brilliant and terrifying. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TOPHER AMANI 

 

War Ward/Montego Bay 

 

Prayers of bomboclaat drip  

from busted lips. 

A soldier’s severed foot  

rests beside his bed. 

In her Red Cross arm-band  

a nurse sings Amazing Grace, 

to the melody of bombs  

and fading hearts. 

The air dense with the scent of bleach.  

Gloveless hands beg for scissors, 

Coca-Cola bottles brimming with blood, 

eager for new veins.  

 

Prayers of bomboclaat drip  

from busted lips. 

A civilian’s severed head 

rests at his gate. 

Crossed-armed, nurses sing  

low wages 

to the melody of poverty 

and stopped hearts. 

Faces bleached pale, 

a gloveless hand begs a bills 

and builds a splif. 

Fading veins are eager for donation 



from a broke blood bank. 

 

George Darkie 

 

Spends his eighteenth birthday in a rat hole, 

doubled-socks don’t help the cutting cold. 

Friends fall to the tune of gunshots.  

He plants dead soldiers in poppy fields, 

with flies feasting on their flesh. 

 

Sand bags splinter, Trinidadian accents  

beg for help louder than cannons and steel pan. 

Ripped pants, pissed on and pressed  

over nose. Exploded shells and insects 

decorate the trenches.  

 

Not deemed ? worthy of wielding weapons, 

mortar shots rain on his brother’s black head 

soaking him in sweat, dirt and defeat. 

He fishes his squaddy from the slush  

of slippery silt. Dead. 

 

His face curled into a barb wire of regret,  

he sings to the heavens 

salt dripping from his eyes 

cleaning loyalty and devotion to the Crown  

with the shit of white soldiers. 



 

The Process 

As with anything I write I seek to include as much detail as I can. My poetry relies heavily on 

images and so I researched the Jamaica Gleaner online archives for stories relating the 

experience of Jamaicans in the Great War. My poem ‘George Darkie’ is loosely based on the 

story of George Blackman, a Jamaican who enlisted at the age of seventeen. What sparked 

my interest was the fact that he would have spent his eighteenth birthday on the battlefront 

and so I opted to explore that experience in my first poem.  

 

Another interesting thing for me was that black soldiers were attended to only by coloured 

nurses. While exploring that idea, and after writing what would have been the first stanza of 

a narrative to explore the conditions of such hospitals, I came to realise how very similar the 

conditions of the hospitals are to typical life of volatile and unfortunately violence-prone 

communities in Jamaica. And so I resorted to making the second poem a contrast of the two 

conditions of different places separated by a century.  

 

Bio 

Topher Amani (born Christopher Allen) is a Jamaican Poet who is pursuing a B.A in Spanish 

with a Minor in Creative Writing at the University of the West Indies (UWI). He writes typically 

on themes of culture,  violence,  sexuality and death and was placed sixth in the UWI Poetry 

Clash 2018. 

 


